ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the recent past there are attempts on understanding life through the eyes of physics, chemistry, and mathematics. The objective is to quantify biology so that we can understand biological objects as a measurable system. As our understanding of biology is increasing the data, database, and complexity of biology problems are increasing. We call this the field as computational quantitative biology, where we use computers to quantify biology. In computational quantitative biology, for a bioinformatician, assembly challenges are immense. In assembly we try to construct (assemble) the target string or a sequence from billions of tiny substrings or subsequence's. The target sequence can be a whole genome, a set of transcriptases, a set of Chip sequences in epigenomics, or even multiple microbial genomes in meta genomics. Assembly challenge is a complex computational algorithmic challenge rather than a biology challenge. To appreciate the magnitude of the challenge we can take a simple unicellular micro-organism amoeba dubia where the target genome or the DNA of this species is about 670 Billion nucleotides .When we sequence this species it will generate trillions of small fragments of the DNA.
A DNA is made of small molecules like Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, and Cytosine. In computational quantitative biology, these molecules are represented as symbols A, T, G, and C respectively. In simple terms, a target DNA sequence is a large string made of millions of A, T, G, or C. These symbols are called nucleotides or bases. In computational terms, the genome of amoeba dubia will be represented as a large string of size 670 billion combinations of these A, T, C, and G characters like "ACGTGACTGGTCATGAC…".
During the sequencing process a large bio-molecule like DNA, mRNA or ncRNA, is broken into multiple tiny fragments using next generation sequence (NGS) techniques (Fig. 1 ). In the next step, the nucleotides (A, T, C, G) within these tiny fragments are read by the NGS machine to generate small sequences of A/T/C/G character string or reads. The sequencing process generates billions and trillions of small set of data sequences as the result of any experiment. These reads of tiny fragments are 25 charters to 400 characters long. For Illumina machines this length is between 25 to 75 based on the version of the sequencing machine ; and, between 30 to 400 for Roche 454 machine depending on the quality of the read. Before a biologist can make any meaning of the original biological sample, these small sequences need to be quantified through the assembly process. During the assembly phase, these tiny reads (fragments) are assembled to reconstruct the target sequence or the original large string (Fig 1) . It is like taking a large book of thousands of pages and shred it through a shredding machine. Now the task is to reconstruct the original book from the pieces. In their words, the target sequence (DNA/RNA) of millions of bases needs to be reconstructed from billions of tiny sequences or reads that range from 25 to 76 bases for Illumina or 30 to 400 bases for Roche 454. This is like solving a billion piece jigsaw puzzle. In general, these tiny reads are compared for overlap or similarity between them and connected one after the other to construct the original target string. Many authors have attempted to address this challenge through various bioinformatics systems and pipelines.
In bioinformatics, sequence assembly refers to aligning and merging fragments of a much longer DNA sequence in order to reconstruct the original sequence. This is needed as DNA sequencing technology cannot read whole genomes in one go, but rather small pieces between 20 and 1000 bases, depending on the technology used. Typically the short fragments, called reads, result from shotgun sequencing genomic DNA, or gene transcript (ESTs).
The problem of sequence assembly can be compared to taking many copies of a book, passing them all through a shredder, and piecing a copy of the book back together from only shredded pieces. The book may have many repeated paragraphs, and some shreds may be modified to have typos. Excerpts from another book may be added in, and some shreds may be completely unrecognizable.
The assembly process can be of two types, viz., reference assembly and de-novo assembly. In reference assembly we have a similar target sequence that is used as a reference; whereas, in de-novo no target sequence is available either to compare or use as a reference.
In terms of complexity and time requirements, de-novo assemblies are orders of magnitude slower and more memory intensive than mapping assemblies. This is mostly due to the fact that the assembly algorithm need to compare every read with every other read (an operation that is has a complexity of O(n 2 ) but can be reduced to O(n log(n)). Referring to the comparison drawn to shredded books in the introduction: while for mapping assemblies one would have a very similar book as template (perhaps with the names of the main characters and a few locations changed), the de-novo assemblies are more hardcore in a sense as one would not know beforehand whether this would become a science book, or a novel, or a catalogue etc.
Reference assembly plays a very significant role in computational quantitative biology. In case of species where the genome is already available, it will be used almost end-to-end to determine the variation of an individual against the reference -example will be clinical genomics. It is also often used as a part of the pipeline in denovo assembly to learn about the orientation of contigs and as a guide. One reliable and popular system for reference assembly is MAQ (Mapping and Assembly with Quality) authored by Heng Li, et al. that uses a known superstring as a reference and assembles the tiny reads from NGS by aligning with the reference sequence.
Biological problems are in general NP-hard (Non deterministic Polynomial) this means that if the problem complexity increases, the resource required to arrive a solution is not linear. Moreover biological problems are hard one-way functions -it is easy to break a large string into tiny pieces but very hard to do the inverse -combine the small pieces together into the original. To process the human genome that is about 3.14 billion bases (Bb), it needs super computers. Supercomputers are expensive to acquire and maintain and is not affordable by small & medium enterprises (SME) like, clinics, or small biotech companies. High performance computing is a paradigm that allows supercomputers to be available on rent. Also, algorithms like Map Reduce and tools like Hadoop allows many of these one-way NP-hard problems to be solved within a desired time using High Performance computing infrastructure. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING -THE NEW PARADIGM
Supercomputing is the biggest, fastest computing right this minute and latter "Likewise, a supercomputer is one of the biggest, fastest computers right this minute". So, the definition of supercomputing is constantly changing. Rule of thumb: A supercomputer is typically at least 100 times as powerful as a PC. According Jargon: Supercomputing is also known as High Performance Computing (HPC) or High End Computing (HEC).
High performance computing is effective because of It's about size and speed.
Size: Many problems that are interesting to scientists and engineers can't fit on a PC -usually because they need more than few GB of RAM, or more than a few 100 GB of disk. Speed: Many problems that are interesting to scientists and engineers would take a very long time to run on a PC: months or even years. But a problem that would take a month on a PC might only take a few hours on a supercomputer.
In general High performance computing is useful for performing following
• Simulation of physical phenomena, such as Weather forecasting,, Black holes colliding , Oil reservoir management.
• Data mining: finding needles of information in a haystack of data, such as Gene sequencing, Signal processing, Detecting storms that could produce tornado.
• Visualization: turning lots of data into pictures that a scientist can understand Several scientific applications require computing and/or storage resources that go beyond the processing power of a single multi-core machine. High performance computing (HPC) clusters provide the necessary hardware and software infrastructure to efficiently run computing intensive applications. The power to model and manipulate our world in silicon has enabled vast changes in how we conduct science, business, and even our everyday lives. From the next scientific breakthrough to new and better products to a greener world, High Performance Computing (HPC) is playing a central role in all these efforts. In simple terms, HPC enables us to first model then manipulate those things that are important to us. HPC changes everything. It is too important to ignore or push aside. Indeed, HPC has moved from a selective and expensive endeavor to a cost-effective technology within reach of virtually every budget.
MAQ -MAPPING AND ASSEMBLING WITH QUALITY
MAQ is software that builds mapping assemblies from short reads generated by the nextgeneration sequencing machines. It is particularly designed for Illumina-Solexa 1G Genetic Analyzer, and has preliminary functions to handle ABI SOLiD data. Maq first aligns reads to reference sequences and then calls the consensus. At the mapping stage, maq performs ungapped alignment. For single-end reads, maq is able to find all hits with up to 2 or 3 mismatches, depending on a command-line option; for paired-end reads, it always finds all paired hits with one of the two reads containing up to 1 mismatch. At the assembling stage, maq calls the consensus based on a statistical model. It calls the base which maximizes the posterior probability and calculates a phred quality at each position along the consensus. Heterozygotes are also called in this process.
By using MAQ we can do 1. Fast align Illumina/SOLiD reads to the reference genome. With the default options, one million pairs of reads can be mapped to the human genome in about 10 CPU hours with less than 1G memory.2.Accurately measure the error probability of the alignment of each individual read. 3.Call the consensus genotypes, including homozygous and heterozygous polymorphisms, with a Phred probabilistic quality assigned to each base. 4.Find short indels with paired end reads. 5.Accurately find large scale genomic deletions and translocations with paired end reads. 6.Discover potential CNVs by checking read depth. 7.Evaluate the accuracy of raw base qualities from sequencers and help to check the systematic errors.
By using MAQ we cannot perform 1. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING TO MAPREDUCE
HPC-MAQ uses map-reduce technique for scalability. MapReduce is a functional programming technique used in parallel programming; it has been implemented by Google for their Internet search engine. Since its introduction in 2004 by Google, MapReduce has become the programming model of choice for processing large data sets. MapReduce borrows ideas from functional programming, where a programmer can define both a map task that maps a data set into another data set, and a reduce task that combines intermediate outputs into a final result. Although MapReduce was originally developed for use by web enterprises in large datacenters, this technique has gained a lot of attention from the scientific community for its applicability in large parallel data analysis including geographic, high energy physics, genomics, etc.
HPC-MAQ uses the MapReduce algorithm where the problem is split into smaller tasks at the map phase and collects the results through the reduce phase. Looking into its potential, Apache open source community implemented MapReduce and made it available as Hadoop. It comprises of independent instances of tasks that are executed simultaneously.. Map Reduce is a software framework that supports distributed computing on large data sets on clusters of computers. It is the combination of two processes named map and reduce. HDFS is a file system designed for storing very large files with streaming data access patterns, running on clusters on commodity hardware. Hadoop streaming comes with the Hadoop distribution that allows the user to create and run Map Reduce jobs with any executable or script as the mapper and/or the reducer. In HPC-MAQ the input reads of a genome are split into multiple chunks and each of these chucks are processed in parallel through Hadoop streaming.
MAPPING AND ASSEMBLING WITH QUALITY TO HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING-MAPPING AND ASSEMBLING WITH QUALITY
MAQ version 0.6.8, software comprises of mainly two applications. These are maq and maqview. Maq is used for assembly and maqview is used for visual mapping of the reads into the reference sequence. Maq commands are divided into three categories that are key functions, information extraction,and format conversion. Within each category there are various subfunctions that are invoked through the commands parameters.
Maq contains two important parameters read and reference in which read is of the form fastq and reference is of the form fasta. 
FASTQ FORMAT
FASTQ format is a text-based format for storing both a biological sequence (usually nucleotide sequence) and its corresponding quality scores. Both the sequence letter and quality score are encoded with a single ASCII character for brevity. It was originally developed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute to bundle a FASTA sequence and its quality data, but has recently become the de facto standard for storing the output of high throughput sequencing instruments such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer A FASTQ file normally uses four lines per sequence. Line 1 begins with a '@' character and is followed by a sequence identifier and an optional description (like a FASTA title line). Line 2 is the raw sequence letters. Line 3 begins with a '+' character and is optionally followed by the same sequence identifier (and any description) again. Line 4 encodes the quality values for the sequence in Line 2, and must contain the same number of symbols as letters in the sequence. The original Sanger FASTQ files also allowed the sequence and quality strings to be wrapped (split over multiple lines), but this is generally discouraged as it can make parsing complicated due to the unfortunate choice of "@" and "+" as markers (these characters can also occur in the quality string).
FASTA FORMAT
In bioinformatics, FASTA format is a text-based format for representing either nucleotide sequences or peptide sequences, in which base pairs or amino acids are represented using single-letter codes. The format also allows for sequence names and comments to precede the sequences. The format originates from the FASTA software package, but has now become a standard in the field of bioinformatics.
A sequence in FASTA format begins with a single-line description, followed by lines of sequence data. The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a greater-than (">") symbol in the first column. The word following the ">" symbol is the identifier of the sequence, and the rest of the line is the description (both are optional). There should be no space between the ">" and the first letter of the identifier. 
SEQUENCE REPRESENTATION
After the header line and comments, one or more lines may follow describing the sequence: each line of a sequence should have fewer than 80 characters. Sequences may be protein sequences or nucleic acid sequences, and they can contain gaps or alignment characters.
The nucleic acid codes supported are: MapReduce is to split a large task into smaller tasks; whereas, map function used by MAQ is to map the reads into a layout. The HPC-MAQ pipeline is depicted in Fig. 2 where MAQ commands are run in parallel, and realized through following steps.
1) Split the Read Files: In this step, the sequence file comprising of tiny reads in FASTQ (with standard quality format) format is split into multiple files -each with 2,000,000 sequences. These 2,000,000 small tiny sequences are in fact 8,000,000 UNIX records with 8,000,000 newline characters. This is done using the split command in UNIX; however, other tools can also be used for the split function.
2) Convert Reference File into binary: In this step the reference sequence FASTA file is converted into binary .bfa format using MAQ fasta2bfa tool.
3) Convert Read files into binary: These chunks of 2,000,000 reads are converted into MAQ .bfq files in parallel using MAQ fastq2bfq tool. This step is performed in parallel with Step 2 above.
4) Hadoop Streaming: Each chunk of 2 millions reads aretaken and given to map phase of MapReduce using Hadoop streaming. Hadoop takes these independent reads and spawns instances.
5) Continue till finish: The Hadoop task of
Step 4 above continues with map phase of MAQ using MAQ map function.Here each MAQ map runs on individual read file in parallel.The map command of MAQ aligns reads in the bfq format to the reference in the bfa format. The output out.map is a compressed binary file. It stores the sequences, qualities, positions of the mapped reads and related information such as the number of mismatches and the mapping quality.
6) Reduce phase: Reduce the Hadoop outputs using MAQ mapmerge command to merge a batch of read alignments together and get a single map (default all.map) for the entire NGS read.
7)
Final assembly: In the final phase use the MAQ assembler by using MAQ assemble command.
IMPLEMENTATION OF HPC-MAQ THROUGH HADOOP MAPREDUCE
HPC-MAQ uses Open-source MAQ software (http://maq.sourceforge.net) and Open-source Hadoop software (http://hadoop.apache.org). Large read files are split using UNIX split command as already mentioned in this article. The UNIX shell script hpcmaq.sh is used to parallelize the MAQ tasks. Compiled versions of Python scripts mapper1.pyc, mapper2.pyc, mapper3.pyc, reducer1.pyc and reducer2.pyc are used to parallelize MAQ using Hadoop streaming.
1) core-site.xml: This configuration file is used to specify the name node..
2) hdfs-site.xml: This configuration file is used to specify the path for name node and data node.
3) mapred-site.xml: This configuration file is used to specify the name of the job tracker, number of map and reduce tasks.
4) HPCmaq.sh: This is the main shell script which is used to run Hadoop map/reduce tasks by using the concept of Hadoop Streaming.
7.OPENMP:
An Application Program Interface (API) that may be used to explicitly direct multithreaded, shared memory parallelism.In short Open Multi-Processing that is Open specifications for Multi-Processing via collaborative work between interested parties from the hardware and software industry, government and academia.
OpenMp uses different programming models one of this is
PARALYZED
SCALABLE MULTI CORE SHORT READ ASSEMBLER:
FIGURE: PARALLELIZED MULTI CORE SHORT READ ASSEMBLER PIPELINE
In the above diagram we stated that the how we can do further parallelization that is by doing thread level penalization using openMp or anyone which is used for multiple thread processing . In this we have divided reference into number of parts as reference1,reference2…reference n And they parallel compute read1.map,read2.map,….read n.map using openMp Time taken to run maq with 43 million reads and human genome (hg19) as reference is 34h 15m 16sec. Time taken to run hpc-maq with the same 43 million reads and human genome (hg19) as reference on a 4 node cluster is 10h 20m 20sec.
9.RESULTS

CONCLUSION
In omic sciences assembly step is a mandatory requirement for any experiment using next generation sequencer. However, like many other biology problems that are NPhard, reference assembly for human genome requires a supercomputer to run for days. The assembly of a whole genome from small fragments of sequences has always been a challenge in computational biology. Assembly step is a mandatory requirement for any experiment using next generation sequencer. However, like many other biology problems that are NP-hard, reference assembly for human genome requires a supercomputer to run for days. In this paper we have presented HPC-MAQ that made popular MAQ software HPC enabled that can run on commodity machines by which time and cost can reduce to a larger extent. This can also be parallelized again at the fine grain level which will reduce lot of computational time that is paralyzed scalable multi core short read assembler. In this paper we also implemented paralyzed scalable multi core short read assembler which is advanced version of HPC-MAQ. Paralyzed scalable multi core short read assembler can reduce computational time to a fine grain level.
